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ABSTRACT We have established that a design strategy for drain and gate connected field plates should
be adopted while keeping in mind the interplay of various charge sources across AlGaN/GaN epi-stack,
which governs the electric field distribution across HEMT. The investigations in this work are carried out
for Schottky, MIS and p-GaN gate stacks while accounting for possible GaN buffer types (Fe-doped and C-
doped). The role of gate and drain field plates was found to be different in the Fe-doped buffer compared to
the C-doped buffer. More than suppression of avalanche generation, mitigation of gate injection by shifting
the peak electric field position away from the gate edge was found to be the dominant cause of breakdown
voltage improvement when field plates were adopted. In a few cases, however, the widening of the depletion
region near the gate or dominance of the buffer field was the reason for breakdown voltage improvement
with a gate field plate. On the other hand, the drain field plate was found to be effective only for lower
polarization % and lower surface trap concentration. The role of buffer trap parameters, surface/passivation
trap concentration, interface trap concentration at the gate, and passivation thickness in defining the optimum
field plate strategy are discussed.

INDEX TERMS AlGaN/GaNHEMT, field plate, field plate design, HEMT simulation, GaNHEMT, TCAD.

I. INTRODUCTION
The localized high electric field regions lead to premature
breakdown and other reliability issues in AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs. To address this, electric field engineering to
redistribute it uniformly across the active region of the
device is often adopted. Employing a field plate is one such
technique that has been widely adopted for improving the
breakdown voltage in HEMTs and the majority of other
high power devices. It is imperative for a device designer
to know which field plate topology should be selected to
maximize the breakdown voltage and mitigate reliability
issues. Simultaneously, an optimum field plate design is
necessary to ensure the device’s ON state performance and
parasitic capacitance is not compromised. In principle, the
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selection of field plate strategy and its design should be
strongly correlated to the location of electric field peaks in
the device and relative strengths, respectively. Earlier works
have shown device failure or peak electric field location
at the gate edge. Hence, gate connected field plate [1]–[9]
or source connected field plate [10]–[13] was employed
to improve the breakdown voltage. On the other hand,
several other works report electric field peak at the drain
edge [13]–[18] and therefore drain connected field plates
were used in these cases. Whereas, few other works reported
improvement in breakdown voltage when both gate and drain
connected (dual) field plates were used [11], [15]. However,
it is not clear under which physical scenario a given field plate
approach should be used. The ambiguities present in previous
works present a huge challenge in deriving universal field
plate design guidelines for AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. Besides,
most of the earlier works are limited to UID buffers and
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Schottky gates, limiting its application in more advanced
gate stacks and buffer types. The gap has been elaborated
below.

Karmalkar et al.. [4] presented a gate field plate for
AlGaN/GaN HEMTs, which was limited to the optimization
of passivation material and thickness. Saito et al. [12]
reported the field plate scaling as a function of the gate
to drain distance, field plate length and buffer thickness.
However, these optimization studies were limited to UID
buffer and Schottky gates without accounting for crucial
parameters such as polarization charge, surface, and buffer
traps. Dual field plate architectures have been reported
in [9], [15]. However, the implementation of the dual field
plate is rather ambiguous. Karmalkar et al. [9] proposed dual
field plate architecture in a RESURF HEMT structure,
where the drain field peak is observed due to the RESURF
effect. Whereas Saito et al. [15], suggest that the dual field
plate suppresses a high drain field caused by space charge
modification in the undoped barrier layer. The influence
of surface defect charge, breakdown voltage, and field
plate scaling is discussed in [19]. However, The surface
defects are accounted for by assuming a 20nm thick doped
AlGaN layer, which may not reflect the realistic device
behavior in case of an undoped barrier HEMT. Our earlier
work proposed novel drain field plate HEMT designs with
improved breakdown and RF performance [20]. While most
of the reports demonstrate improved breakdown voltage by
implementing a field plate, however, the physics behind the
electric field distribution and field plate design is largely
missing in previous works. Moreover, besides the location of
field plate, other design aspects of field plate for achieving
optimum performance are also required to be understood,
which depends on the strength of the electric field and
its dependence on various charge sources (across the Epi-
stack), charge concentrations, polarization percentage, and
gate stack type. The latter aspects are by and large missing
in previously published works.

The past works on the design of field plates lack in
following aspects – (i) As presented in our earlier work, the
electric field is primarily derived from the charge dynamics
in the device [21]. In HEMT, buffer and surface play a
crucial role in modifying the field profile and hence the
device’s breakdown voltage. Buffer traps are ionized charges
that modulate the electric field in the channel. With the
advent of Fe-doped and C-doped buffers, it is critical to
account for its impact on field plate design. However, the
impact of buffer doping on-field plate design strategy has
been missing in prior works. (ii) Earlier works, which are
based on TCAD computations, did not account for the effect
of surface traps and polarization charges in the adopted
simulation framework. The breakdown voltage optimization
studies were performed in the previous reports by assuming a
fixed sheet charge in the barrier to emulate 2DEG. However,
this approach fails to accurately capture physical behavior as
the electric field distribution is sensitive to these parameters
and hence cannot be ignored. (iii) While there are a few

optimization studies on the impact of passivation thickness,
buffer thickness, and the gate to drain spacing on the field
plate design; an elaborated design methodology for field
plates is missing. Besides, the previous field plate design
and modeling works have been derived for the Schottky
gate stack. Its validity for MIS and p-GaN gate stack is
not investigated. Lack of physics-based design guidelines
cost a lot of resource and optimization time. Keeping this
gap in mind, the objective of this work is to develop
field plate design guidelines for AlGaN/GaN HEMTs while
using the physical insights develop in the earlier work [21].
The guidelines developed in this work accounts for various
buffer types/buffer charges (acceptors and donors), different
gate stack (Schottky, MIS and p-GaN), surface charge/traps,
interface traps for a range of polarization charge/polarization
percentage.

II. ELECTRIC FIELD DISTRIBUTION GOVERNED BY
INTERPLAY OF VARIOUS CHARGES
In the earlier work [21], we revealed that the electric field
position and strength in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs are a strong
function of surface traps, polarization charge, nature of buffer
traps and relative concentration of various types of charges
present. The field plate design approach discussed in this
work is based upon these findings while keeping in mind
(i) the spatial field profile at the breakdown, as depicted in
Fig. 1, to identify field plate topology and (ii) the relative
charge concentrations as well as gate stack type for finding
the optimum design window for a given field plate topology.
Fig. 1 shows that in the case of Fe doped buffer, the electric
field peaks at the gate edge under breakdown condition for
2DEG density (ns) greater than a specific critical 2DEG
concentration (nc). Whereas, for ns < nc, breakdown occurs
at the drain contact. On the other hand, in self-compensating
C-doped buffer, the electric field is distributed across gate,
drain, and buffer/bulk (not shown here) regions. Below
critical 2DEG density (ns < nc), the majority of space
charge distributes across drain and buffer regions, leading
to a suppressed peak electric field at the gate and increased
breakdown voltage. However, for ns > nc, the breakdown
at the gate dominates. Besides, it is also worth remembering
that while the nature of inequality between ns and nc helps
to choose a given field plate topology, nc is a strong
function of relative charge concentrations, which should
affect the optimum design window and maximum achievable
breakdown voltage. These are explored and discussed in
detail in subsequent sections.

III. FIELD PLATE DESIGN AND BREAKDOWN
VOLTAGE SCALING
The computational framework used is similar to the one
used in [21] and elaborated in our earlier reports [22]–[26].
The calibration of device characteristics with experiments is
presented in [22]. In order to emulate the experimental obser-
vations, the surface traps are considered at the AlGaN/SiN
interface. Fig. 2 depicts the cross-section of the devices used
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FIGURE 1. Illustration of spatial electric field distribution at breakdown
in Fe-doped and C-doped buffer as a function of sheet density,
as elaborated in [21]. The value of critical 2DEG density (nc ) is different
for different buffer types.

FIGURE 2. (a) Cross-sectional schematic of the Schottky HEMT device,
(b) illustration of gate stack for MIS HEMT, and (c) p-GaN HEMT used for
the simulation studies. Electric field/avalanche coefficients are extracted
in regions - gate edge (G), gate field plate edge (FP-G), drain edge (D) and
drain field plate edge (FP-D). The substrate was undoped and kept
floating to match the experimental conditions and to isolate
substrate-induced breakdown effects. High acceptor trap concentration
of 3× 1018cm−3 is assumed in the AlN nucleation layer and at the
Substrate-AlN interface. The p-GaN layer in (c) is Mg doped with
concentration of 3× 1018cm−3. The physical device parameters used,
unless specified otherwise, are: source-to-gate length (Lsg = 1µm), gate
length (Lg = 0.7µm), gate-to-drain distance (Lgd = 5µm), channel
thickness (tChannel = 150nm), and buffer thickness (tBuffer = 1.5µm).

for the studies. The relevant doping, trap and gate stack
parameters are the same as used in earlier work [21].

For a fixed polarization charge, the surface trap density
determines the 2DEG density in the channel. For a polar-
ization charge P1, the maximum (nH1) and minimum (nL1)
possible values of 2DEG concentration is defined by the
number of donor traps available at the AlGaN surface for a
given buffer type. For instance, in the case of polarization
charge P1, the lower limit of sheet density ‘nL1’ is obtained at
a surface trap concentration of STmin. Decreasing the surface
charge below STmin results in hole gas at the AlGaN surface
as the negative polarization charge at the AlGaN surface has
to be compensated. On the other hand, the upper limit of sheet
density ‘nH1’ is obtained by surface trap concentration of
STmax . Increasing the trap concentration beyond STmax , does
not result in an increase in 2DEG concentration due to Fermi
level pinning at the surface. Similarly, the corresponding

FIGURE 3. (a) For ns > nc,Fe, electric field distribution in channel as
function of gate field plate, (b) for ns < nc,Fe, electric field distribution as
function of drain field plate. The plots are extracted along the line xx’,
shown in Fig. 2(a). The plots are extracted at 50V drain bias.

2DEG concentration limits are extracted for polarization
vector P2 as given by nL2 and nH2. The values of polarization
vector P1 (100% polarization) and P2 (60%) polarization are
chosen to study the cases of complete and partial polarization
that result in 2DEG concentration in HEMT ranging from of
1012cm−2 − 1013cm−2 as observed experimentally. In these
subsequent sections, we will individually study the field plate
implementation corresponding to varying polarization and
surface charge in HEMT for different buffer types.

A. FE-DOPED BUFFER
1) FP DESIGN
In Fe-doped buffer, for ns > nc,Fe, the breakdown was
dominated by gate injection due to electric field peak at the
gate edge, as illustrated in Fig.1. Adopting a gate field plate
in this case, shifts the peak electric field away from the gate
edge and at the field plate edge, as shown in Fig. 3(a). This,
in turn, mitigates gate injection and improves the breakdown
voltage as depicted by breakdown voltage and gate/source
leakage trends shown in Fig. 4(a)-(c). On the other hand, for
ns < nc,Fe, the depletion region extends till the drain edge,
and the electric field shifts to the drain contact edge. In this
case, the peak field at the drain can be relaxed by using a drain
field plate, as depicted in Fig. 3(b), which in turn improves the
breakdown voltage as shown in Fig. 4(d). It is to be noted that
due to the difference in the distribution of depletion charges in
the aforementioned cases, for the same applied drain bias, the
depletion area is larger in case of Fe doped device. Therefore,
the peak electric field strength and the shift due to field plate
is weaker in case of Fe doped buffer with ns < nc,Fe compared
to ns > nc,Fe as illustrated in Fig. 3.
No effect of the drain field plate was seen in the earlier

case (ns > nc,Fe), except for higher polarization % and lower
surface trap concentration, i.e., when (ns ∼ nc,Fe) e-field was
partially shared by drain edge too. On the other hand, the gate
field plate does not affect the breakdown voltage in the latter
case.

Another observation here is that for ns > nc,Fe, in the
presence of the gate field plate, the additional space charge
region formed below the field plate suppresses the gate
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FIGURE 4. Breakdown voltage scaling (Fe-doped stack) with gate field
plate in case of (a) nH1,Fe, (b) nL1,Fe, (c) nH2,Fe and with drain field plate
in case of (d) nL2,Fe. The off-state gate and source currents are extracted
at VDS=VBD/2.

FIGURE 5. Electric field contours at breakdown for ns > nc,Fe in case of
(a) no field plate (b) LFP−G = 1.5µm.

injection. The depletion region now extends to a farther
distance from the gate towards the drain contact. As the
drain bias is increased, the space-charge region expands and
depletes the entire channel. Consequently, in addition to the
gate and field plate edge, another peak in the electric field
is observed at the drain contact edge, as shown in Fig.5.
The physical location of breakdown and strength of gate
injection depends upon the relative magnitude of carrier
generation rates at these points and e-field strength at the gate,
respectively. Source leakage was mostly insensitive to field
plate design and was set by the buffer doping. Implementing
a drain field plate in addition to the gate field plate may
further suppress the drain field, but it does not always hold,
as discussed below.

The additional drain field plate does not yield any
significant improvement in breakdown voltage for cases with
high surface trap concentration, as seen in Fig. 4(a) and (c),
respectively. Whereas for low surface trap concentration,
where the Fermi level is not pinned, further improvement
with a drain field plate is observed (Fig. 4(b)). As explained
earlier, Fermi level pinning caused by high surface traps

FIGURE 6. (a) The net improvement in breakdown voltage by employing a
drain field plate in addition to gate field plate as a function of surface
trap concentration. The gate and drain field plate lengths are
LFP−G = 1.5µm and LFP−D = 2µm, respectively. (b) Breakdown voltage as
a function of surface traps with proposed field plate design strategies.
VBD−D and VBD−G represent the breakdown at the drain and gate edge,
respectively. The inset represents that the surface trap concentration is
varied to neutralize the surface hole gas.

results in ionization of excess surface traps near the gate
edge leading to a higher gate electric field. Hence, the drain
field plate does not result in any further improvement in
breakdown voltage. This is further verified by arbitrarily
assuming 70% polarization and observed the breakdown
voltage as a function of gate field plate, drain field plate
and surface traps, as shown in Fig. 6(a). 1VBD denotes the
net improvement in breakdown voltage by employing a drain
field plate in addition to a gate field plate. It is evident that as
the surface trap concentration increases, the dual field plate
configuration becomes less effective. The breakdown voltage
dependence as a function of surface traps is shown in Fig. 6(b)
as derived earlier. The figure illustrates the three regions of
interest in choosing an optimum field plate strategy.

We, therefore, establish that gate field plate can be
employed in all the cases with ns > nc,Fe and drain field plate
to be used for ns < nc,Fe, as illustrated in Fig.7(a) and (b),
respectively. The surface trap concentration necessary to
induced 2DEG density increases with polarization to neu-
tralize the surface hole gas. Hence, the gate electric field
also increases proportionally when ns > nc,Fe, leading to
an inverse relation of breakdown voltage with polarization.
On the other hand, when ns < nc,Fe, the breakdown voltage
improves with polarization as breakdown depends upon the
rate at which the depletion region extends to the drain contact.
In the case of p-GaN and MIS gate stacks, we found that
the spatial field distribution in the two cases has similar
dependence on 2DEG density, as shown in Fig.7(a) and (b).
Hence, the field plate design rules can be applied to any
HEMT irrespective of gate stack nature. However, it should
be noted that the absolute values of breakdown voltage in
the case of MIS and p-GaN stack differ from what has
been shown for the Schottky gate, which is attributed to the
difference in relative field strengths and injection rates.

2) BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE SCALING
The usual practice to increase the breakdown voltage in
HEMTs is by increasing the gate to drain distance (Lgd ) and
buffer thickness (tBuffer ), which mitigates the electric field
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FIGURE 7. Effectiveness of gate and drain connected field plates for
varying polarization in case of (a) ns > nc,Fe and (b) ns < nc,Fe
respectively. Here Lgd = 10µm and tbuffer = 3µm have been used for
simulations.

FIGURE 8. Breakdown voltage scaling with gate to drain distance and
buffer thickness in case of (a) nH1,Fe, (b) nL1,Fe, (c) nH2,Fe and (d) nL2,Fe
for Fe doped stack.

localization. However, in our studies, we observed that it does
not hold in all cases. For Fe doped buffer, the breakdown
voltage does not scale substantially as a function of Lgd and
tBuffer if the Fermi level is pinned, as depicted in Fig. 8(a).
It implies that the breakdown voltage is independent of device
dimensions formaximum sheet density and instead limited by
the Schottky gate leakage due to dominating gate injection.
As the 2DEG density falls, the electric field peak at the
gate also reduces, enabling the effect of lateral and vertical
scaling in the device, as shown in Fig. 9(a)-(c). Similarly, for
ns < nc,Fe, the vertical field at the drain is relaxed by increas-
ing the buffer thickness. As shown in Fig. 9(d)-(e), if the
breakdown is limited by the space charge below the drain
region, lateral scaling does not affect the device breakdown.
However, if space charge is allowed to extend vertically
in the thick buffer (3µm), breakdown voltage improves in
proportion to Lgd .

FIGURE 9. Electric field contours in case of ns > nc,Fe and ns < nc,Fe for
Fe stack. For ns > nc,Fe, (a) Lgd=5µm, tBuffer=1.5µm, (b) Lgd=5µm,
tBuffer=3µm, (c) Lgd=10µm, tBuffer=3µm. For ns < nc,Fe, (d) Lgd=5µm,
tBuffer=1.5µm, (e) Lgd=10µm, tBuffer=1.5µm, (f) Lgd=10µm,
tBuffer=3µm. The contours are extracted at 120V.

FIGURE 10. Breakdown voltage scaling (C-doped stack) with gate field
plate in case of (a) nH1,C , (b) nL1,C , (c) nH2,C and (d) nL2,C . The off-state
gate and source currents are extracted at VDS=VBD/2.

B. SELF-COMPENSATING C-DOPED BUFFER
1) FP DESIGN
For self-compensating C-Doped buffer, the breakdown volt-
age improves as a function of the gate field plate for the
complete range of ns, as depicted in Fig. 10(a)-(d). In the
case of 100% polarization with maximum ST, as shown in
Fig. 10(a), gate leakagewas found to be higher and insensitive
of the gate field plate. In this case, additional e-field peak at
the field plate edge caused breakdown voltage improvement,
while gate leakage remained insensitive due to consistent
high e-field at the gate edge. Implementing a gate field plate
in this case results in reduction in the peak electric field near
the gate edge and also shifts the peak away. The reduced
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FIGURE 11. (a) Impact ionization rate for ns > nc,C as a function of field
plate length and breakdown voltage. Electric field at breakdown
conditions contours for (b) Lgd=5µm, tBuffer=1.5µm, (c) Lgd=10µm,
tBuffer=1.5µm, (d) Lgd=10µm, tBuffer=3µm. Increased Lgd and buffer
thickness relax the field distribution at gate, improving the breakdown
voltage.

FIGURE 12. Effectiveness of gate connected field plates for varying
polarization in case of (a) ns > nc,C and (b) ns < nc,C respectively. Here
Lgd = 10µm and tbuffer = 3µm have been used for simulations.

electric field lowers the impact ionization rate, improving the
breakdown voltage.

For ns < nc,C , as shown in Fig. 10 (b)-(d), the gate leakage
falls with gate field plate. In these cases, the breakdown
voltage was maximum and improves with the gate field plate
because of mitigated gate field component and gate injection,
allowing buffer region field to grow and sustain additional
drain voltage. As discussed in [21], without a field plate,
before the buffer field reaches the critical field for breakdown,
the gate started leaking due to the dominant peak e-field.

However, it is observed in all the cases that the breakdown
voltage falls as the field plate length is increased above an
optimum length. As shown in Fig. 11(a), while the reduction
in impact ionization rates is observed for LFP−G= 1µmwhen
compared to without field plate, a further increase in the
gate field plate initiates early impact ionization at the gate
field plate edge. Since the electric field at the breakdown
in C-doped buffer is primarily distributed across the GaN
buffer under the drain contact, increasing field plate length
above an optimum brings the field plate edge closer to the
peak field region, which enhances the total field strength
at the field plate corner and causes early impact ionization.
Therefore, for the shorter gate to drain spacing (Lgd < 5µm),

FIGURE 13. Breakdown voltage scaling with gate to drain distance and
buffer thickness in case of (a) nH1,C , (b) nL1,C , (c) nH2,C and (d) nL2,C
for C doped stack.

FIGURE 14. (a) Electric field versus drain voltage in case of nL1,C and
nL2,C with and without gate field plate. (b) Comparison of electric field at
the gate edge in case of Fe-doped buffer and C-doped buffer.

the breakdown voltage falls when the gate field plate length
is significantly increased. However, this phenomenon can be
mitigated by increasing the lateral and vertical dimensions of
the device, as discussed later.

The proposed field plate design for C-doped
buffer is verified for arbitrary polarization as shown in
Fig.12(a) and (b) for ns > nc,C and ns < nc,C . It can be
seen that the position of the electric field peak is independent
of the polarization. Hence, the gate field plate improves the
breakdown voltage of the device in all cases. In the MIS
and p-GaN stack case, electric field distribution was found
to be similar to the Schottky gate case. Hence, the breakdown
voltage improves in these gate stacks as a function of the gate
field plate.

2) BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE SCALING
Fig. 13(a)-(d) shows the breakdown voltage scaling trends
with drift region length and buffer thickness for different
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FIGURE 15. (a) For sheet density of 8.2× 1012cm−2, breakdown voltage scaling with field plate length for 100% and 80% polarization. Higher
polarization charge concentration allows better breakdown voltage scaling with gate field plate. (b) Effect of interface traps at the Schottky gate
(higher interface traps imply higher gate leakage) on the breakdown voltage scaling with field plate. Leaky gate contact leads to poor breakdown
scaling with field plate. (c) Effect of passivation thickness on breakdown voltage scaling with field plate. The off-state drain current is extracted at
VDS=50V.

field plate lengths. Increasing the Lgd and buffer thickness
effectively separates the buffer field from the gate and
field plate corner field, as depicted in Fig. 11(b)-(d), which
allows the implementation of longer field plates without
any degradation in breakdown voltage. Thick buffers relax
the space charge in the vertical direction, hence lower the
vertical field at the drain edge and in the buffer. In case of
the more extended gate to drain spacing, i.e., Lgd=10µm,
no breakdown voltage scaling with field plate is observed
for thin buffer (1.5µm), as depicted in Fig. 13(d). This is
because the gate electric field is relatively low and becomes
comparable to the drain field at the breakdown. Therefore
field plate does not yield any improvement in the breakdown
voltage, as shown in Fig. 14(a). However, the breakdown
voltage scales as the buffer thickness is increased due to
relaxation in the drain electric field. It can be concluded that
below a certain buffer thickness, the field plate may not result
in breakdown voltage scaling if the gate and drain fields are
comparable at the breakdown.

The C-doped buffer shows significant breakdown voltage
scalingwith Lgd aswell as buffer thickness for all values of ns.
Whereas, for Fe doped buffer, the improvement in breakdown
voltage is not observed when 2DEG density is maximum.
Comparing the electric field evolution with drain bias for
C-doped and Fe-doped cases, as depicted in Fig. 14(b),
increase in the electric field as a function of drain bias is found
to be slower in C-doped buffer when compared to Fe-doped
buffer. This is attributed to a uniform distribution of space
charge into the buffer, in case of C-doping, which mitigates
the peak field strength at the gate edge.

IV. OTHER DESIGN PARAMETERS & CHARGE SOURCES
A. POLARIZATION CHARGE AND SURFACE STATES
Earlier, we had learned how polarization charges could
modify the spatial field distribution in the device. It also
affects the breakdown voltage scaling with field plate,
as shown in Fig. 15(a). Here breakdown voltages of two
devices with the same ns but different sets of polarization and

FIGURE 16. Impact of buffer doping on the breakdown voltage,
in correlation with surface trap concentration for (a)–(c) Fe and
(d)–(e) C doped buffers, for HEMTs with and without field plate. For this
study 70% polarization in the AlGaN layer has been considered.

surface charges (NST ) are compared. Improved breakdown
voltage scaling with a gate field plate is observed in case
of complete polarization and low surface traps. Partial
polarization and high surface trap concentration result in a
high electric field at the gate field plate edge, and hence lower
breakdown voltage is observed for a given field plate length
compared to the complete polarization case. Hence, if the
Fermi level at the AlGaN surface is pinned due to the high
number of donor states, it leads to poor breakdown voltage
scaling as a function of the field plate length.

B. SCHOTTKY GATE LEAKAGE
Based on the earlier discussions, we can establish that
the gate stack plays an indispensable role in determining
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the breakdown voltage of HEMT. To further validate the
statement, we studied the breakdown voltage trend as a
function of field plate for the Schottky gate having different
interface trap concentration, as shown in Fig. 15(b). Higher
donor-like states at the Schottky gate are responsible for
an increase in gate leakage/injection. Fig. 15(b) shows that
the breakdown voltage scaling with field plate length and
effectiveness of field plate is improved when Schottky gate
leakage is mitigated by lower interface trap concentration.
Hence optimizing the gate stack for low leakage can
significantly boost the breakdown voltage even at lower field
plate lengths.

C. PASSIVATION THICKNESS
The passivation layer separates the field plate from the top
AlGaN barrier surface. The breakdown voltage scaling as
a function of field plate length for different passivation
thickness is shown in Fig. 15(c). It can be seen that for higher
passivation thickness (300nm), breakdown voltagewas insen-
sitive to field plate lengths as thicker passivation suppresses
the field strength below the gate field plate and therefore does
not allow electric field to effectively redistribute between gate
and field plate edge. On the other hand, when the passivation
thickness was reduced below a critical thickness (<150nm),
the electric field strength at the field plate edge increases
above the e-field at the gate edge, making the electric field
re-distribution less effective. Hence a critical passivation
thickness must be chosen for designing field plate. The
optimum passivation thickness is also a function of dielectric
constant, 2DEG density, buffer type, and gate stack, as the
capacitive coupling of the field plate is dependent on these
parameters.

D. BUFFER DOPING
The inter-dependency of breakdown voltage on the surface
and buffer doping was discussed in earlier report [21]. It was
shown that the improvement in breakdown voltage as a
function of buffer doping is significantly correlated to surface
trap concentration. For higher surface trap concentration,
the breakdown is found to be limited by gate injection.
Employing a field plate suppresses the electric field at the
drain side of the gate edge. It mitigates the field-dependent
non-uniform trap ionization near the gate edge. Attributed
to this effect, the breakdown voltage dependency on surface
traps is greatly suppressed when field plates are used. This
is shown in Fig. 16(a)-(c) and (d)-(e) for Fe and C doped
buffers, respectively. It should be noted that the improvement
in the breakdown with field plate, for an optimum surface
and buffer doping concentrations, is relatively higher in the
case of Fe-doped buffer when compared with the C-doped
buffer. This is attributed to the observations made in [21],
that the breakdown in Fe-doped buffer is surface field limited,
whereas, for C-doped buffer, a significant portion of the field
is shared by the buffer.

V. CONCLUSION
The design strategy for drain and gate connected field plates
in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs is developed while keeping in mind
the interplay of various charge sources across AlGaN/GaN
epi-stack, as discussed in [21], which was found to govern
the electric field distribution across HEMT. Investigations
carried out for Schottky, MIS and p-GaN gate stacks reveal
that the field plate design strategy remains independent of
gate design. However, the role of gate and drain field plates
was found to be different in the Fe-doped buffer compared
to the C-doped buffer. Unlike Si technologies, in the case
of HEMTs with high (low) polarization & low (high) ST,
instead of observing suppression in avalanche generation,
mitigation of gate injection by shifting the peak electric
field position away from gate edge was found to be the
dominant cause of breakdown voltage improvement when
gate field plate was adopted. However, in few other cases,
particularly in C-doped buffer, widening of depletion region
near the gate (high polarization & high ST) or dominance
of buffer field (low polarization & low ST) was the reason
for breakdown voltage improvement with a gate field plate.
On the other hand, the drain field plate was found to be
effective only for lower polarization % and lower surface trap
concentration, only for Fe-doped buffer. A combination of
gate and drain field plate further improves the breakdown
voltage if the high concentration of donor states does not
pin the Fermi level at the AlGaN surface. It was found that
while buffer trap parameters set the upper limit of achievable
breakdown voltage, the adoption of a well-designed field
plate, as discussed in this work, is the only way to push
the HEMT breakdown voltage close to maximum achievable.
While the breakdown voltage was in general improved
with field plate, its roll-off with surface/passivation trap
concentration was by and large missing except C-doped
buffer with high polarization %. Moreover, interface traps at
the gate were detrimental to breakdown voltage, which was
mitigated with the gate field plate. Only an optimum field
plate design, keeping in mind various aspects discussed to
mitigate gate injection, would allow a proportionate increase
in breakdown voltage with increasing gate-to-drain spacing
and buffer thickness.
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